Vitaly lazarevich Ginzburg played a leading role in many different aspects of theoretical physics during the Soviet era and after the dismantling of the Soviet union in 1991. his research contributions were of the highest order, spanning a vast range of topics in theoretical physics and culminating in the award of the 2003 nobel Prize in Physics, jointly with alexei alexeyevich abrikosov and anthony leggett, for pioneering studies of superconductivity and superfluidity.
of 1917 and the devastating civil war that followed, living conditions became very harsh and contacts between the scientists in the Soviet union and the West were broken off for several years. it was only in the early 1920s that communications were restored with the international community. Stalin's victory over his rivals in the 1930s resulted in the drive to replace bourgeois pre-revolutionary specialists by unqualified political appointments, and the sciences suffered badly. this was at least partly ideologically driven as part of the philosophy of dialectical materialism, which was enshrined as official Soviet policy for all aspects of Soviet life, including the sciences. as expressed by bronshten and Mccutcheon (1995): 'Scientists were now expected to denounce all theoretical trends in modern science that were incompatible with Soviet ideology. not to do so made one vulnerable to accusations of idealism and anti-Soviet sympathies.' those who were perceived to continue performing research according to the traditions of the pre-revolutionary era were in considerable danger. numerous distinguished physicists fell victims to the purges initiated by Stalin in the late 1930s.
the influence of the ideologists increased markedly immediately after World War ii. Just as the central committee of the communist Party of the Soviet union had condemned Prokofiev and Shostakovich for 'formalism' in their musical compositions, and genetics had ceased to exist as a discipline after the lysenko affair, other sciences were subject to political intervention. For example, in 1951 the Soviet authorities convened an all-union conference on cosmogony with the specific objective of criticizing cosmological ideas that were not consistent with dialectical materialism. this conference was similar to earlier conferences on biology, chemistry, psychiatry and neurology, which undoubtedly held back progress in the Soviet union in these disciplines.
although a similar conference was planned for physics, it escaped these political strictures for the practical reason that Stalin needed the skills of experimental and theoretical physicists to develop nuclear weapons to counter the perceived threat from the West. the Manhattan Project in the uSa had its parallel in the uSSr, where many of the very brightest physicists contributed to the efforts to develop the atomic and hydrogen bombs. although the Soviet physicists had access to Western data thanks to the efforts of spies within the collaboration between the uSa, the uK and canada, a huge amount of original science was performed and the Soviet hydrogen bomb used a different principle from that developed in the uSa. the enormous contributions by the theoretical and experimental physicists afforded them a rather special status within the Soviet system.
another problem that arose after the war was the persecution of particular communities within Soviet society. campaigns were waged against 'rootless cosmopolitans', meaning largely those of Jewish origin. this was a potential threat to a number of prominent members of the physics community.
Stalin died in 1953, and the subsequent Khrushchev and brezhnev eras saw a relaxation of these political constraints on research, but the restrictions on contacts with the West remained in place. although the relaxation came as a relief, the political system bequeathed by Stalin and the means of enforcing it remained in place. in particular, the system set up by the committee for State Security (KGb) during the Stalin era remained omnipresent in Soviet life and was governed by the same suspicion of individuals that had pervaded the Stalinist era. tHE liFE oF Vitaly lazarEVicH ginzBurg Ginzburg was born into a Jewish family in Moscow in 1916, just before the russian revolution.* his father, lazar efimovich Ginzburg, was an engineer who specialized in the purification of water; his mother, avgusta Veniaminovna Vil'dauer-Ginzburg, was a doctor. his mother died in 1920 and he was brought up by his aunt rosa, his mother's younger sister, and his father. Ginzburg lived in Moscow all his life except for the period 1941 to 1943 during World War ii, when the lebedev institute was temporarily moved to Kazan.
Ginzburg lived and worked under the Soviet regime from the time of the Soviet revolution and the subsequent civil war to the collapse of the Soviet regime in the early 1990s. as with all families after the revolution, life was hard. the family's four-bedroomed apartment became a communal apartment and had to accommodate two further families. Despite the deprivations, Ginzburg's most vivid memory was one of loneliness. School education was not compulsory and Ginzburg was not sent to school, his parents believing that the educational system had deteriorated badly after the revolution. his formal school education began only at the age of 11 years, and Ginzburg was later to regret his lack of formal education from an early age, which he felt put him at a disadvantage relative to his peers, particularly in mathematics and writing skills.
in 1931 his aunt rosa was working in an organization that purchased foreign academic literature and had contacts with evgeni F. bakhmet'ev, a professor at the technical university and an expert in X-ray structure analysis. bakhmet'ev helped Ginzburg become a laboratory assistant in the X-ray laboratory of the university. he was fortunate to work with outstanding colleagues: Veniamin aronovich tsukerman and lev Vladimirovich al'tshuler were both three years his senior and both were outstanding physicists. this two-year experience of working in bakhmet'ev's laboratory whetted his appetite for physics, and he entered Moscow State university in 1933 to study this subject. he was still at a disadvantage because of his lack of formal school education; for example he had no formal training in chemistry and astronomy. During his second year at Moscow State university he was diagnosed as not being fit for military service but only for civil work. this was the first of a number of incidents that resulted in his being exempt from military duties, although he had volunteered for active military service.
he was strongly attracted to theoretical physics but was still unsure of his mathematical and technical abilities. instead, he decided to work in the area of optics under the supervision of Grigory Samuilovich landsberg, who was a member of the theoretical physics group founded by the outstanding physicist leonid isaakovich Mandelstam. Mandelstam and landsberg were co-discoverers of inelastic combinatorial scattering of light, now referred to as the raman effect, in which the frequency of the scattered radiation is the combination of the frequencies of the photons and the molecular vibrations. in Mandelstam's team was the great theoretical physicist igor evgen'evich tamm, who encouraged Ginzburg's theoretical studies. Soon Ginzburg transferred to research in theoretical physics under tamm.
Ginzburg went on to take his PhD in 1940 and, having then transferred to the lebedev Physical institute (Fian) in Moscow, completed his DSc degree in 1942. he was to remain a member of Fian for the rest of his life. in 1937 he had married a fellow student, Olga zamsha, and their daughter, irina Vital'evna, was born in 1939. irina was to marry the distinguished cosmic ray physicist lev isaakovich Dorman.
the Soviet union entered World War ii in 1941, and the Soviet academy of Sciences was evacuated to Kazan, where Ginzburg worked for the next two years. in 1942, when the German forces had reached the Volga, he joined the communist Party and remained a member until his resignation from it in 1991. in 1945 Ginzburg was invited by alexander alexandrovich andronov to become a visiting professor at the newly organized radiophysical department of Gorky university. he accepted the invitation to become Professor of the Propagation and radiation of radio Waves at the university, while still remaining a full member of Fian.
the Ginzburgs were divorced in 1946; in the same year he married nina ermakova, who had been arrested in 1944 on the trumped-up charge of being a member of a group of young people plotting to kill Stalin. her father, a distinguished engineer, had been arrested before the war; he died of starvation in prison in Saratov in 1942. She was given a lenient prison sentence and released under an amnesty in 1945 but was not allowed to return to Moscow. For the next seven years, Ginzburg made annual applications for his wife to be allowed to return to Moscow, but these were refused until after the death of Stalin in 1953. it was only in 1956 that she and her fellow 'conspirators' were fully rehabilitated. i recall visiting them at their home in Moscow on the anniversary of Stalin's death-it was an anniversary they celebrated every year.
Ginzburg himself was subject to harassment by the authorities. On his birthday on 4 October 1947 he was personally attacked in an article entitled 'against servility' in Literaturnaya Gazeta, which blamed him for non-patriotic citations in his papers and 'idealism'. Despite these attacks, tamm, in need of physicists of the highest quality, arranged that he would join the Soviet nuclear weapons programme. the overall scientific leader of the project was igor Vasilyevich Kurchatov, and a brilliant team of physicists and mathematicians, including tamm, isaak yakovlevich Pomeranchuk, yakov borisevich zeldovich (ForMemrS 1979), andrei Dmitrievich Sakharov, lev Davidovich landau (ForMemrS 1960), israil Moiseivich Gel'fand (ForMemrS 1977), Ginzburg and aleksandr Solomonovich Kompaneets, was assembled to develop nuclear weapons in response to the development of the atomic and hydrogen bombs by the uSa. While the others were sent to the closed town arzamas-16, now the town of Sarov in the nizhny novgorod region of russia, Ginzburg remained head of the Support Group at Fian in Moscow. Ginzburg regarded this as a piece of good fortune, because his position on classified work ensured his personal safety and enabled him to visit his wife at Gorky, now the city of nizhny novgorod. Ginzburg's major contribution was to propose the use of lithium-6 as the fuel for the Soviet hydrogen bomb through the nuclear reaction 6 Li + n → 3 h + 4 he + 4.6 MeV, a quite different process from that adopted in the uS nuclear weapons.* however, because of his suspect position and his wife's exile in Gorky, he did not remain long in the nuclear programme.
Matters improved significantly after the death of Stalin. Ginzburg was elected a corresponding member of the Soviet academy of Sciences in the same year, and his wife was allowed to return to Moscow. he was made a full member of the academy in 1966. in the mid 1960s, Ginzburg made several visits to the West, including a two-month visit in 1967 to cambridge, where he gave lectures on many of his favourite research themes.
after the death of tamm in 1971, Ginzburg became head of the theoretical Physics Department in Fian. During this period, Sakharov, the other academician in the theoretical Group, had become politically active and was classed as a dissident, ultimately leading to his exile in Gorky in 1980. During the 1970s and early 1980s, Ginzburg refused to sign letters of condemnation against Sakharov and provided a home for him in the theoretical Group at Fian. as a member of the theoretical Physics Department, however, Sakharov's presence placed significant constraints on Ginzburg, who was not allowed to travel abroad for many years. in 1988, Ginzburg gave up the position of head of the theoretical Physics group at Fian. his resignation from this position was a mark of his integrity in that he strongly believed in advancing the careers of younger scientists by promoting them to such senior positions.
During this period, Ginzburg supervised numerous graduate students, many of whom went on to very distinguished careers in physics. these included Viktor Pavlovich Silin, leonid Veniaminovich Keldysh and aleksandr Viktorovich Gurevich.
Matters changed significantly with the period of Perestroika beginning in 1985. Ginzburg was appointed a member of the congress of Peoples' Deputies from 1989 to 1991, when it was dissolved. in this position he promoted the role that science could play in contemporary society, including the importance of the public understanding of science and its achievement, and defending the role of scientists and their contributions for the well-being of society and the security of the state.
his very broad interests in theoretical physics were reflected in the famous Ginzburg Seminar, which was held each week in Fian. Ginzburg stated that the topics for discussion should include all theoretical physics, except particle physics. he played a remarkable leadership role at these seminars, regularly interrupting the speaker to summarize what had just been said so that all listeners could follow the argument. these were celebrated weekly events, most physicists in Moscow making an effort to attend. the 1700th seminar was held in 2001, on which occasion Ginzburg announced the end of the series.
he was an active member of the editorial board of the prestigious review journal Uspekhi Fizicheskikh Nauk for many years, and after the death of the editor, boris borisovich Kadomtsev, he became editor, continuing to perform this role until the time of his death in 2009.
Ginzburg resigned from the communist Party before the august putsch of 1991, during which hard-line communists attempted to reverse the reforms initiated by Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev. after the breakup of the Soviet union, Ginzburg regarded the communists as a major threat to the reform movement and wrote anti-communist essays during the 1996 election campaign. he supported boris nikolayevich yeltsin against the communists in his successful bid for a second term as President of russia. he also supported the russian liberal opposition and the human rights movement. his views on social, political and religious issues are contained in a sequence of essays in part 3 of (32).
he identified himself as a secular Jew while at the same time being a convinced atheist, not only during the Soviet era but also in post-communist russia, when there was a strong religious revival. he vigorously supported the international humanist Movement, in particular, the Humanist manifesto 2000: a call for a new planetary humanism (see http://secularhumanism.org/index.php?section=main&page=manifesto). he was highly critical of what he termed 'clericalism' and of state resources being spent on religious buildings and institutions. he suffered from ill health during the last years of his life, dying of a heart attack on 8 november 2009. he was buried on 11 november 2009 in the novodevichy cemetery in Moscow, the resting place of many famous politicians, writers and scientists.
SciEntiFic workS the vast scope of Ginzburg's research activities can be appreciated from his own assessment of his scientific achievements in his essay 'a scientific autobiography: an attempt', which he updated for publication in english in 2009 (33). as he stated in his concluding remarks, 'the article will be of use to those who decide to write my obituary or my post-mortem biography.' he specifically noted the need for such information for Biographical Memoirs; he had been elected a Foreign Member of the royal Society in 1987. the specialist reader will undoubtedly wish to consult this autobiographical essay for Ginzburg's personal opinion about the significance of his research activities. in addition, he published a large amount of autobiographical material, and there were fulsome tributes to his activities by his colleagues on the occasion of his 90th birthday (andreev et al. 2006) .
in assessing his achievement and its impact on the development of physics and astrophysics, it should be recalled that his research contributions suffered from the fact that they were mostly written in russian for russian-language journals. this had the effect that, even when they were translated into english with a six-month to one-year delay, the impact was less than material published by Western authors. the problem was exacerbated by the fact that for almost 10 years, from the mid 1940s to the early 1950s, the russian-language journals were not translated into english. this period coincided with some of his most creative scientific years. rather than provide a technical survey of his work, the present memoir has the more modest goal of describing qualitatively his scientific achievements and their impact on physics and astrophysics research.
Cherenkov and transition radiation
Ginzburg began his research career under the supervision of landsberg with the intention of making measurements of the spectrum of canal rays, beams of positively charged ions that are accelerated towards and through the perforated cathode of a discharge tube. his instincts were, however, for theoretical physics and he began working on the theory of the emission processes, and in particular the role of induced radiation. he was fortunate to consult tamm, who encouraged him to pursue these theoretical studies. tamm was the head of the theory Group at the P. n. lebedev Physical institute and was the most important authority in theoretical physics in Moscow until the arrival of landau in 1937. he was one of the first theorists to use Paul Dirac's theory of holes to perform calculations in quantum electrodynamics and to develop the theory of nuclear forces. With al'tshuler, tamm proposed that the neutron has a magnetic moment. in addition, he was an established authority on electromagnetism and electrodynamics and had written a popular textbook, Fundamentals of the theory of electricity (tamm 1929). tamm's encouragement was important for Ginzburg, who regarded tamm as being one of the two most important influences on his scientific career, the other being landau. he transferred his research activities to theoretical physics under tamm's supervision, and from then onwards he never deviated from his passion for theoretical physics. Ginzburg's methods turned out to be a simpler way of deriving the spectrum and intensity of cherenkov radiation than that of tamm and Frank. cherenkov radiation now finds application in a very wide range of different contexts, including high-energy particle detectors and the detection of cosmic rays with the very highest energies. Ginzburg went on to use the hamiltonian method to work out the process of cherenkov radiation in an anisotropic medium (3) and then developed the quantum theory of the process (2). in fact, the quantum correction to the standard formulae for emission in the optical waveband is very small. When these results were presented at the joint seminar between tamm's theory group and landau's theory group at the institute for Physical Problems in 1940, landau expressed his scepticism about their significance because he regarded the effect as being purely classical. this was among the first encounters between Ginzburg and landau.
Perhaps Ginzburg's most important original contribution in the radiation of charged particles was the discovery in 1944, jointly with Frank, of transition radiation, which occurs when a charged particle passes through the boundary between two media of different refractive indices, or passes through a medium in which there are fluctuations in the refractive index n (5, 7). the effect turned out to give rise to a rich field of research, including spatial and temporal non-uniformity of the media, transition scattering, and transition bremsstrahlung. his comprehensive treatment of these topics was truly pioneering. Multi-layered transition radiation detectors are now widely used as electron detectors in plasma physics and particle physics experiments, for example, in the atlaS and alice experiments of the large hadron collider at cern.
The propagation of radio waves in plasmas
When the war with Germany broke out in June 1941, Ginzburg changed his interests to research that might be valuable for the defence effort and began a long series of studies of the propagation of radio waves in plasmas and, in particular, in the ionosphere. beginning with the reflection of radio pulses by the ionosphere, these studies spanned many years and resulted in a systematic examination of many of the key features of radio propagation in magnetized plasmas. these analyses included the interaction between the various modes of propagation of different classes of plasma wave, weakly nonlinear effects and the influence of ions on the modes of propagation, all of these phenomena being treated over the full range of radio frequencies of interest. the summation of these activities is contained in his influential book The propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasmas (1949, 1960 ) (8, 15). these topics were the subject of the lecture courses he delivered while a visiting professor at Gorky.
these studies led to two further aspects of his research activities. First of all, n. D. Papaleski asked him to study the possibility of measuring the position of the Sun by radar techniques. he showed that the radio waves would be absorbed before they reached the reflection point at which the frequency of the radio waves was equal to the plasma frequency. the same calculations also led to the inference that the radio emission of the Sun must therefore originate high in the solar atmosphere, in fact, for the longest radio waves in the solar corona (6). Following on from these studies, Ginzburg took part in the Soviet expedition to brazil to observe the Sun in radio waves during the total eclipse of the Sun on 20 May 1947. the radio intensity was reduced by only 60%, confirming his inference that the radio waves have to originate in the Solar corona (29).
a second important aspect of these studies was the work conducted at Gorky, much of it in collaboration with Vladimir Vasil'evich zheleznyakov, on nonlinear and coherent radiation processes in plasmas (13). these are important in understanding solar flares and other highradio-brightness phenomena in radio astronomy. With the discovery of pulsars, Ginzburg and zheleznyakov made extensive studies of the types of amplification mechanism that could account for brightness temperatures of 10 20 K and greater (23). these considerations are contained in the major review of pulsar physics that Ginzburg wrote soon after their discovery with zheleznyakov and zaitsev (20, 21) . it soon became apparent that the problem of pulsar magnetospheres was one of great complexity, and he decided not to pursue these interests. it is my belief, however, that the role of coherent emission mechanisms at low radio frequencies still remains to be established and that the renewed interest in high-sensitivity observations in these wavebands, for example in the low Frequency array (lOFar) and Square Kilometre array (SKa) projects, may well result in the discovery of the types of coherent emission from celestial objects predicted by Ginzburg and zheleznyakov.
Synchrotron radiation, γ-ray astronomy and the origin of cosmic rays
the expansion of the observable electromagnetic spectrum began with Karl Jansky's announcement of the discovery of the radio emission from the Galaxy in May 1933. the discovery was confirmed by Grote reber with his home-built radio antenna and receiving system operating at a wavelength of 1.87 m (160 Mhz). comparison of Jansky's and reber's observations showed that the emission could not be blackbody radiation, and louis henyey and Philip Keenan showed that, although the radiation at 1.87 m might be the bremsstrahlung of gas at 10 000 K, the intensity observed by Jansky at the longer wavelength was far too great for this to be due to this emission process. Other than this negative conclusion, these observations attracted little attention from professional astronomers.* the first discrete non-solar radio sources were discovered in the years immediately after World War ii, but the nature of the emission was not known. the first proposal that the emission was synchrotron radiation was made by hannes alfvén and nicolai herlofson (alfvén & herlofson 1950), who suggested that the emission of the 'radio stars' was the synchrotron radiation of high-energy electrons gyrating in magnetic fields with flux density of 10 −9 -10 −10 t within a 'trapping volume' about 0.1 light year in radius about the star. then, Karl-Otto Kiepenheuer made the much better suggestion that the Galactic radio emission is the diffuse synchrotron radiation of ultra-relativistic electrons gyrating in the interstellar magnetic field (Kiepenheuer 1950 ). Ginzburg noted these short articles published in Physical Review and confirmed the plausibility of Kiepenheuer's suggestion (10). he was unable to attend the 1955 international astronomical union Symposium on radio astronomy in Manchester, and the paper he sent on the synchrotron origin of the Galactic radio emission was not included in the published proceed-* For a brief history of the development of radio astronomy, see longair (2005) . More details are contained in Sullivan (1986) .
ings. Soon, however, the polarization properties of the radio emission and its power-law spectrum convinced everyone of the correctness of the hypothesis. by the 1958 Paris Symposium on radio astronomy, the synchrotron radiation hypothesis was fully accepted, and Ginzburg's paper 'radio astronomy and the origin of cosmic rays' was published in his absence (14). Ginzburg described himself as an 'amateur astronomer', but this does not do justice to the strong influence he exerted on the developing discipline of high-energy astrophysics ((32), p. 318; (31)). the synchrotron radiation hypothesis enabled the interstellar flux of cosmic ray electrons to be estimated and compared with the observed flux of cosmic ray protons and nuclei. From these, it was entirely plausible that the cosmic ray flux permeated the interstellar gas. Furthermore, with reasonable assumptions, the energy flux of cosmic rays could be associated with the rate of occurrence of supernova explosions in our Galaxy.
this relation between the cosmic rays and radio observations of the Galaxy was fully addressed in his influential book of 1964 with Sergei ivanovich Syrovatskii, The origin of cosmic rays (17). in addition, he and Syrovatskii published two important papers in Annual Reviews of Astronomy and Astrophysics in 1965 and 1969 on the physics of synchrotron radiation; these became the standard references for many years (18, 19) . their comprehensive studies included detailed computations of the circular polarization of synchrotron radiation.
In addition, Ginzburg fully appreciated the importance of the γ-ray emission of the Galaxy as a tracer of the proton component of the cosmic rays through their inelastic collisions with the protons and nuclei of the interstellar gas (28) . in such collisions, pions of all types are created, the neutral pions decaying into pairs of γ-rays with a characteristic peaked spectrum about 70 MeV. he was involved in a continuing argument with Geoffrey burbidge FrS about the origin of cosmic rays, burbidge proposing that the cosmic rays are universal rather than being a component of the interstellar gas (22) (burbidge & brecher 1971). i recall Ginzburg telling me, 'i know of many reasons why burbidge is wrong. Of course, if i were really sure, I would need only one argument.' The γ-ray observations by the Compton Gamma-ray Observatory eventually showed that the proton-nuclear component of the cosmic rays is indeed of Galactic origin.
The Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductivity the pinnacle of Ginzburg's scientific achievement, which he himself recognized, was his groundbreaking research with landau on the theory of superconductivity published in 1950 (9). at his laboratory in leiden, Kammerlingh Onnes succeeded in liquefying helium for the first time in 1908. in his studies of the electrical resistivity of materials at liquid helium temperatures (T < 4.2 K), Onnes discovered in 1911 that the resistance of mercury vanished, the phenomenon of superconductivity (Onnes 1911a,b) . in 1928, it was established that there are two phases of helium, the transition between the two phases occurring at a temperature of 2.17 K, at which the specific heat capacity of helium diverges. because of the shape of the relation between specific heat and temperature, 2.17 K is described as the λ-point of helium. helium i is the higher-temperature phase, and helium ii the lower-temperature phase.
in 1933 the Meissner effect was discovered in metallic superconductors in which, when the material becomes superconducting, the magnetic flux is expelled from the interior, a phenomenon quite different from the behaviour of a classical material of infinite conductivity; the latter leads to the phenomenon of magnetic flux freezing (Meissner & Ochsenfeld 1933) . the first attempt to develop the theory of these phenomena was made by Fritz and heinz london in 1933 and involved what became known as the two-fluid approach to superconductivity, the fluid consisting of a distribution of normal and superconducting electrons (london & london 1935a,b). according to this theory, the magnetic field would penetrate only a very short distance, the skin depth δ, into the superconductor.
in 1936 Wilhelm and Miss a. P. Keesom at leiden discovered that he ii, the low-temperature phase, has infinite thermal conductivity (Keesom & Keesom 1936) . in January 1938 Pyotr leonidovich Kapitsa in Moscow (Kapitsa 1938) and John (Jack) allen (FrS 1949) and Don Misener at cambridge (allen & Misener 1938) published their papers in which they described the vanishing of the viscosity of he ii. this was the discovery of superfluidity, the frictionless flow of the fluid through gaps and capillaries. in the next month, February 1938, allen and h. Jones published their observations of the fountain effect, a thermomechanical effect (allen & Jones 1938). When superfluid helium is heated on one side of a porous medium or thin capillary, the pressure increases sufficiently to produce a little fountain at the end of the tube. this turned out to be the first example of a two-liquid phenomenon.
in 1941, while Fian was evacuated to Kazan, Ginzburg applied landau's theory (landau 1937) of second-order phase transitions to the study of ferroelectricity and published his pioneering papers in this field in 1945 (4). landau's theory provided a quasi-phenomenological approach to phase transitions that was of general applicability. in the late 1940s Ginzburg and landau used the same general framework for the description of superconductivity as a second-order phase transition. the london equations could only be applied in the case of weak magnetic fields and also gave rise to unacceptably large surface currents. by regarding the transition from normal conductivity to superconductivity as a second-order phase transition, Ginzburg and landau (9) were able to eliminate these problems with the london equations and recover them in the weak field limit.
From the technical perspective, the crucial advance in the Ginzburg-landau theory of superconductivity was the concept that, in the transition from the normal to the superconducting state, symmetry breaking, a characteristic of landau theory, was associated with a wavefunction of the superconducting electrons that was not a gauge-invariant quantity. in particular, they introduced the concept of a scalar complex function ψ, which is referred to as the order parameter of the superconducting phase transition. this new paradigm was to have profound implications for many different aspects of quantum physics beyond superconductivity. For example, the same type of symmetry breaking is involved in the higgs phenomenon, which gives particles mass.
the Ginzburg-landau theory proved to be a versatile tool for studying many different aspects of superconducting phase transitions, but it was what Ginzburg referred to as a 'quasi-phenomenological' theory. among the successes of the theory was the ability to derive the parameters describing phenomena such as the penetration depth. Ginzburg used these to determine the magnitude of the electric charge carriers. to his surprise, the answer turned out to be (2-3)e, where e is the charge of the electron (11). in fact, he derived this result before he and landau began work on the Ginzburg-landau paper. landau was opposed to the idea that the charge would depend on the material of the superconductor, because this would lead to a violation of local gauge invariance. in the paper of 1950 (9) they wrote, 'there is no reason to assume the charge e to be other than the electron charge.' the significance of this discussion was not apparent at the time.
Meanwhile, brian (later Sir brian) Pippard (FrS 1956 ) in cambridge was measuring the skin depth of tin alloyed with indium to reduce the electron free path. he observed that the alloying not only increased the normal state skin depth as expected, but also increased the superconducting penetration depth (Pippard 1953) . in addition, he measured the anisotropy of the penetration depth in pure tin; he found that it varied with surface orientation in a manner that was not possible for the local london relation between supercurrent and vector potential but was very similar in form to the anisotropy of the normal state skin depth, governed by r. G. chambers's non-local equation. he drew the bold conclusion that he must be observing non-local effects in the supercurrent, and in 1953 proposed that the local london relation should be replaced by a non-local equation analogous to chambers's formula. the supercurrent depended on distant values of the vector potential, the range being limited by a coherence length ξ.
in 1957 Pippard met landau, Ginzburg and abrikosov in Moscow. landau strongly rejected Pippard's proposal, partly because Ginzburg-landau theory led to no non-locality of the supercurrent, although it did describe non-local behaviour of the order parameter. later that year, John bardeen (ForMemrS 1973), leon neil cooper and John robert Schrieffer (bcS) published their revolutionary pairing theory of superconductivity (bardeen et al. 1957) . in their paper, bardeen and his colleagues were at pains to demonstrate that their new theory confirmed Pippard's model almost exactly, the length ξ being interpreted as the scale over which pairs of electrons are correlated. the pairing of the electrons over the correlation scale ξ, now referred to as cooper pairs, also explained why the charge carriers had charge 2e, confirming Ginzburg's analysis that it should be (2-3)e, and at the same time enabled local gauge variance to be preserved. Once Ginzburg and his colleagues had studied the bcS theory, they generously sent Pippard a private message conceding that he had been right.
Ginzburg fully appreciated the importance of the pairing concept. the bcS theory of superconductivity was fully consistent with the Ginzburg-landau theory but, unlike it, it is a microscopic theory of the pairing of electrons mediated by lattice vibrations, now referred to as electron-phonon interactions. electrons are spin-1 -2 fermions, but a cooper pair is a composite boson with integral spin. as a result, the wavefunctions are symmetrical under particle interchange, and they are allowed to be in the same state. the tendency for all the cooper pairs to 'condense' into the same ground quantum state is responsible for the remarkable properties of superconductors.
Ginzburg went on to develop the Ginzburg-landau theory, particularly in three areas: anisotropic superconductivity, ferromagnetic superconductivity and the role of fluctuations. in addition, with lev Petrovich Pitaevskii and alexander a. Sobyanin, he developed the corresponding 'Ginzburg-landau' theory of superfluidity (12, 27, 30) .
High-temperature superconductivity
in 1964 Ginzburg began a long involvement with the possibility of creating high-temperature superconductors, in particular room-temperature superconductors, which would have an enormous technical and social impact. the fact that superconductivity is observed only at very low temperatures is associated with the very weak force of attraction between electrons because of their coupling through lattice vibrations. Following the suggestion of little (1964), Ginzburg studied the pairing of electrons through the interaction of conduction electrons with bound electrons, in what is known as the exciton model of high-temperature superconductivity. he favoured a quasi-two-dimensional structure in which the conducting layer was placed between two dielectric plates, or polarizers (16). he also devoted a considerable effort to establishing the maximum theoretical temperatures at which superconductivity could be maintained. the outcome of these considerations was that there was no theoretical reason why high-temperature superconductivity, and, even more importantly, room-temperature superconductivity, might not be feasible (24). these studies were overtaken by the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in cuprate materials (bednorz & Muller 1986 ). rather than his favoured excitonic mechanism or those proposed by others, the physical processes responsible for high-temperature superconductivity have not been established and pose some of the most challenging problems in strongly correlated condensed matter physics.
Second-order phase transitions, the Ginzburg criterion and light scattering in crystals
Ginzburg greatly admired landau's theory of second-order phase transitions. landau's theory is, however, a mean field theory and so is inapplicable close to the phase transition point itself, where the effects of fluctuations become important. With his student arkadi P. levanyuk, Ginzburg pioneered the effects of fluctuations near transition points and came up with the criterion-the Ginzburg, or Ginzburg-levanyuk, criterion-for the applicability of landau theory when account is taken of fluctuations (26).
another important area in which he made pioneering studies was in light scattering in crystals. this had been of interest to Ginzburg since his earliest work in landsberg's group in the period 1939-40. his particular interest was light propagation close to absorption lines. the speed of propagation of light is determined by the group velocity v g = dω/dk. close to absorption lines, the dispersion relation ω(k) can vary very rapidly and so can result in marked propagation and scattering effects. in particular, the strong coupling of electromagnetic waves with electric or magnetic excitations close to resonances leads to the formation of 'polaritons', which represent new modes of propagation of electromagnetic waves in crystals. in particular, the speed of light exhibits a very strong dependence on frequency, giving rise to 'fast' and 'slow' light in which the speed of light in the crystal can exceed c or become very slow indeed. these pioneering studies were published in a monograph by Ginzburg and Vladimir Moiseevich agranovich (25).
Other research
Ginzburg loved theoretical physics because, by its nature, he could work on many different problems simultaneously. in addition to the above topics, which reflect his major scientific contributions, his research interests included, among many others, the study of particles with high spins, ferroelectricity, soft modes, thermoelectricity, particularly in superconductors, and the radiation of uniformly accelerated particles. these very broad-ranging interests put him in a unique position to address the problems that he considered the most important over the complete field of physics. his final version of 2002 included some 30 topics spanning everything from particle physics, astronomy and cosmology to the whole of condensed matter physics ((32), chapter 1). his curiosity remained undimmed to the end of his life. PErSonal i personally have the warmest memories of Ginzburg's inspiration and kindness from the time when i worked in the theoretical group at Fian for the academic year 1968/69. he will be remembered with gratitude by all who experienced his kindness and as an inspirational figure who conducted world-leading research against a background of significant political oppression. 
